
JS Crystal- Commercial Cleaners - Bankstown
Our Commercial Cleaning Services

JS Crystal in Bankstown are highly trained and professional team offers a full
range of commercial cleaning services that will meet Bankstown clients need and
satisfaction.

 Carpet and Rug Cleaning
Affordable and reliable carpet and rug cleaning services with non-toxic
cleaning materials

 Office Cleaning
Neat and clean environment and well-kept facilities will always enhance the
image of companies

 Commercial Cleaning
customised cleaning plan to fit in any contract requirement of your choice

 Window Cleaning
thorough cleaning of windows to make your properties hygienic

 Strata Cleaning
high-quality window cleaning to owners pf corporations

 Unit Cleaning
tailor made to your needs and your budget, with a 100% customer guarantee

 Pub/Hotel Cleaning
cleaning for hotels, pubs, bars, night clubs, and taverns

 School Cleaning
create a safe and clean environment for your students

 High Pressure Cleaning
carry the latest, most powerful and most efficient high pressure cleaners
available in today’s market

 Builders Clean
when the builders and tradies move out, quickly transform your newly
completed commercial buildings

 Childcare Cleaning
providing commercial cleanliness cleaning services to education and childcare
sites

 Industrial Cleaning
provides the most efficient and effective solutions for industrial clean up
requirements.

Call JS Crystal today at 0470 629 129. They will guarantee to deliver
spotlessly commercial cleaning service around Bankstown and surrounding

areas.
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